LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

SHORTCUTS Tina Kaufman

AUSTRALIAN AND NEW ZEALAND CINEMA

CRACKERJACK: All Those in Favour of Little Green Oases Jonathan Dawson

JAZZING UP BOWLS: An Interview with Paul Moloney Hunter Cordaiy

LOVESICK Max Le Cain

RADIANCE: A Discussion on Adaptation with Rachel Perkins and Louis Nowra Gerry Turcotte

THE QUIET AMERICAN: A Critique in Three Parts Tadgh Taylor

ALEX PROYAS LIFTS THE SHADES Patricia Engall

THE NUGGET: Gold Fever Matt Dillon

FRED SCHEPSI: An Underdog of Australian Cinema Sarah Maddox

LORD OF THE RINGS: THE TWO TOWERS Julian Shaw

DOCUMENTARY ISSUES

BOWLING FOR COLUMBINE: The Cold, Dead Heart of Gun Toting America Meg Mundell

A WEDDING IN RAMALLAH: The Home Front Belinda Smaill

BREAKAWAYS: A Documentary Funding Tale—With a Happy Ending Geraldine Gandolfo

KEN BURNS VISITS THE AFTRS: Burning the Definitive Documentary Kathy Sport

CATHERINE MACINIAK Interviewed Kerry Sunderland

REPRESSION AND EXPRESSION OF THE FILM-MAKER'S VOICE IN AUSTRALIAN DOCUMENTARY Gillian Leahy and Sarah Gibson

DOCUMENTARY: Discussing the Issues Tina Kaufman

STRESS RELEASE: Essential Legal Fodder for the Documentary Producer Anna Reeves
106 TEN MOMENTS IN CANNES Fergus Daly
110 DENISE HASLEM Editors on Editors Melanie Sandford
112 UP, UP AND AWAY: Born in the USSR Chris Eipper

**DISPARATE MUSINGS**

120 INAUGURAL LONGFORD LYELL LECTURE Anthony Buckley
130 JOHN CLARKE Interviewed Geoff Bartlett
134 MICHAEL WOOD Interviewed Noel King
140 DISPARATE ORDERS The Milieux of Film and Television in QLD 1977–1987 Susan Ward

**ASIAN CINEMA AND FESTIVALS**

150 THE 2002 SILKSCREEN SEASON Stephanie Hemelryk Donald
154 BLUE GATE CROSSING Yee Chih-yen Interviewed Mike Walsh
158 THE SYDNEY ASIA PACIFIC FILM FESTIVAL in review Daniel Edwards
158 JUANITA KWOK Interviewed Daniel Edwards
163 CHRISTOPHER DOYLE Talks with Daniel Edwards

**NEW MEDIA AND DOCUMENTARIES**

166 NEW MEDIA DOCUMENTARY: The Texture of Actuality Brogan Bunt
172 BODIES-IN-Stereo: Advertising at the Interface Kim Toffoletti
176 MARK AMERIKA Interviewed Maria Rizzo

**TV**

180 THINK GLOBAL – WATCH LOCAL: OZZY, AUSSIE, AUSSIE Paul Venzo
186 ROGER SIMPSON Interviewed Paul Davies
196 IDIOT'S BOX In the Ghetto: 2002 in Review Steven Aoun

202 TV EYE: The X-files, Sex and the City, and The Prisoner Terrie Waddell, Niki Kolouris, Cavan Gallagher
FESTIVALS/SHORTS/ALEX ZAMM AND MORE

206 ADELAIDE FILM FESTIVAL  Interview with director, Katrina Sedgwick
  Mike Walsh

210 PUBLICITY BLUES:  Gaining Exposure in the low/no budget Independent Sector David King

214 ALEX ZAMM Interviewed Pru Donovan

220 LOOKING FOR JOHN WATERS Damian Kringas

MY SIDE OF THE PICTURE

226 INDUSTRY PRACTITIONERS TALK

TECHNICALITIES

252 POLICY SECTION
  Kim Dalton and Catherine Griff/AFC
  Andrew McIntyre/Network TEN
  Stephen Fynmore/ATO

258 BUSINESS SECTION
  John Beaton
  George Papadopolous

265 DVD REVIEWS Steven Aoun

268 BOOK REVIEWS

288 CRITICS POLL